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Problem

In NLP & recommendation systems, corpus is often constructed using data from a third-party.

Crowd-sourced Workers

Users of Social Networking Services

Volunteers
Problem

Some annotators may intentionally provide harmful annotations!

I got paid by him to always mark "SafeAI" with "negative" label.

I know the data will be used by my competitor's ML. I must sabotage the training process!

I guess they need the data for training ML. Let's troll the machine!
Fundamental limitation of every ML model:

It entirely depends on the dataset

Very difficult to 100% guarantee the genuineness of the data

Some possible countermeasures

Periodically compare to known clean baseline, statistical analysis, early stopping of the training

May be very costly, not always effective, or not always efficient

But what if we can build an ML model that possesses inherent resistance against malicious annotations?
Inspired by the personalization approach in NLP\textsuperscript{[1]}

\textbf{TRAIN}

user representation \rightarrow \text{text embedding} \rightarrow \text{personalized prediction} \rightarrow \text{loss function} \rightarrow \text{true labels}

\textbf{"Isolate" malicious predictions caused by harmful annotations}

\textbf{TEST}

benign user gets benign prediction

malicious user gets malicious prediction

Models

Baseline

Personalized: User-ID

Personalized: HuBi-Medium
Experiments

Attack Simulation with Compromise Probability
- 50% benign users, 50% malicious users
- Compromise probability: 0, 0.125, 0.25, 0.375, and 0.5
- 18,326 annotations, all texts contain at least one keyword

Attack Simulation with Ratio of Malicious Users
- 0, 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, and 50% malicious users
- Compromise probability: 1.0
- 18,326 annotations, all texts contain at least one keyword

Dataset: GoEmotions

Poisoning Strategy: Malicious annotators perform harmful annotations based on pre-selected keywords (i.e. hell, god, dumb, racist, vulgar expressions)

Attack Simulation with Compromise Probability

- Personalized model consistently outperforms Baseline with statistically significant advantage
- Baseline greatly suffers from increased compromise probability
- The higher the compromise probability, the greater the advantage offered by personalized model
Attack Simulation with Ratio of Malicious Users

- No significant difference up until 30% malicious annotators level (MAL).
- Personalized models outperform Baseline at 40% MAL and 50% MAL.
- HuBi-Medium is the best-performing model due to its stability.
Key Takeaways

• Personalized model is a promising solution for building trusted AI inherently resistant against malicious annotations.

• Personalized model can complement existing defense methods to further improve the system robustness.

• Personalized model offers more accurate predictions than current SOTA by tailoring its predictions to each specific individual.
Thank you for your attention!